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UNIT 1 A PERSONAL COMPUTER IS A GENERAL PURPOSE DEVICE 

 

#?@06=5=85 1.  
 
"1AC48B5 A;54CNI85 2>?@>AK 2 3@C??0E 8;8 ?0@0E. 
 
• What can computers do? 
• What can computers do that people can't? 
• What can people do that computers can't? 
 

#?@06=5=85 2.  
 
#@>A<>B@8B5 B5:AB, =0948B5 >B25B =0 A;54CNI89 2>?@>A: «ПBG9@G П9DE>=а?P=O= 
>B@CLNF9D A4;K649FEO GEFDB=EF6B@ B5I97B A4;A4G9A<O?» 8 @0AA:068B5 >1 1"�� =0 
@CAA:>< O7K:5. 
 

The computer that everyone thinks of first is typically the personal computer, or PC. Here is one 
way to think about your PC: "A PC is a general-purpose information processing device. It can 
take information from a person (through input devices like the keyboard and mouse), from a 
device (like a floppy disk or CD) or from the network (through a modem or a network card) and 
process it. Once processed, the information is shown to the user (on the monitor), stored on a 
device (like a hard disk) or sent somewhere else on the network (back through the modem or 
network card)." 
A PC is a general purpose tool built around a microprocessor. It has lots of different parts 4 
memory, a hard disk, a modem, etc. 4 that work together. We have lots of special-purpose 
processors in our lives. An MP3 Player is a specialized computer for processing MP3 files. It 
can't do anything else. A GPS is a specialized computer for handling GPS signals. It can't do 
anything else. A Gameboy is a specialized computer for handling games, but it can't do anything 
else. 
A PC can do it all because it is general purpose. "'General purpose" means that you can do many 
different things with a PC. You can use it to type documents, send e-mail, browse the Web and 
play games. 
 
#?@06=5=85 3.  
 
�0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 0=3;89A:85 A;>20 8 
2K@065=8O A 8E @CAA:8<8 M:2820;5=B0<8, 
 
1. a general-purpose device 0. 381:89 48A: 
2. a processing device b. E@0=8BL 8=D>@<0F8N 
3. a special-purpose processor A. 8A?>;L7>20BL 
4. input devices d. C?@02;OBL, @53C;8@>20BL, <0=8?C;8@>20BL 
5. a floppy disk 5. ?>:07K20BL 8=D>@<0F8N 
6. a hard disk f. CAB@>9AB2> >1I53> =07=0G5=8O 
7. a keyboard g. >1@010BK20NI55 CAB@>9AB2> 
8. to take information h. >7=0G0BL 
9. to process information i. >1@010BK20BL 8=D>@<0F8N 

10. to show information j. 1@0BL, ?@8=8<0BL 8=D>@<0F8N 
11. to store information k. :;0280BC@0 
12. to send information 1. ?@>F5AA>@ A?5F80;L=>3> =07=0G5=8O 
13. to handle m. CAB@>9AB20 22>40 
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14. to mean n. ?>;L7>20B5;L 
15. to use >. 65AB:89 48A: 
16. a user p. ?>AK;0BL 8=D>@<0F8N 
 
#?@06=5=85 4.  
 
� A;54CNI8E ?@54;>65=8OE >BACBAB2CNB =5:>B>@K5 A;>20. �0?>;=8B5 ?@>?CA:8 A;>20<8, 
?@82545==K<8 2 C?@. 3. 
 
1. U ... is a person who uses a computer.   
2. People can  ... information on different devices like a hard or floppy disk.  
3. A computer is a ................................... device.  
4. MP3  Player is a 
....... device.   
5. Our company produces different & .................. , like keyboards and 
mice.  
6. The main computer function is to ... information.  
7. A monitor is used to ... information to the user.  
8. A computer ... a device that processes information.  
 
#?@06=5=85 5. 
 
0) #5@52548B5 A;54CNI85 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O =0 @CAA:89 O7K:, 
?>;L7COAL B5:AB>< 8 C?@. 3. 
 
#5@A>=0;L=K9 :><?LNB5@, CAB@>9AB2>, CAB@>9AB2> >1I53> =07=0G5=8O, CAB@>9AB2> 
A?5F80;L=>3> =07=0G5=8O, ?@8=8<0BL 8=D>@<0F8N, G5@57 CAB@>9AB20 22>40, >1@010BK20BL 
8=D>@<0F8N, ?>:07K20BL 8=D>@<0F8N. ?>AK;0BL 8=D>@<0F8N, E@0=8BL 8=D>@<0F8N, 
6PAB:89 48A:, 381:89 48A:, :;0280BC@0, ?>;L7>20B5;L, ?@>F5AA>@, A5BL, 
A?5F80;878@>20==K9 :><?LNB5@, ?5G0B0BL 4>:C<5=BK, 83@0BL 2 83@K. 
 
1) � ?0@0E ?>B@5=8@C9B5AL 2 ?5@52>45 2KH5C:070==KE A;>2 8 

2K@065=89. %BC45=B 1 =07K205B A;>20 ?>-@CAA:8, 0 ABC45=B 2 
?5@52>48B 8E =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. #>B>< <>6=> ?><5=OBLAO. 

#?@06=5=85 6. 
  
%@02=8B5 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O A ?@54;>65=8O<8, ?@82545==K<8 2 B5:AB5, 8 8A?@02LB5 
2K45;5==K5 3@0<<0B8G5A:85 >H81:8. #>?@>1C9B5 40BL >1JOA=5=85 40==K< >H81:0<. 
#5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 @CAA:89 O7K:. 
 
 1. A PC general-purpose device. 2. The information is show to the user, store on device or send 
somewhere else on the network. 3. A PC general purpose tool building around microprocessor 4. 
An MP3 Player is specialized computer for process MP3 files. 5. It can't do nothing else. 6. 
"General purpose" mean that you can ilo many different things with a PC. 7. You can use it type 
documents, send e-mail, browse the Web and play in games. 
 
#?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:, >1@0I0O 2=8<0=85 =0 3@0<<0B8G5A:85 
O2;5=8O 87 C?@. 6. 
 
1. #5@A>=0;L=K9 :><?LNB5@ MB> CAB@>9AB2> >1I53> =07=0G5=8O, 0 Winamp - MB> 
?@>3@0<<0 A?5F80;L=>3> =07=0G5=8O. 2. �=D>@<0F8O E@0=8BAO =0 381:8E 8 65AB:8E 
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48A:0E. 3. �=D>@<0F8O <>65B ?5@5AK;0BLAO ?> A5B8. 4. #5@A>=0;L=K9 :><?LNB5@ - MB> 
CAB@>9AB2> >1I53>   =07=0G5=8O,  ?>AB@>5==>5  ?0  >A=>25  <8:@>?@>F5AA>@0. 
5. �;0280BC@0 - MB> CAB@>9AB2>, 8A?>;L7C5<>5 4;O 22>40 8=D>@<0F88. 
6.  $4 Player O2;O5BAO A?5F80;878@C5<>9 ?@>3@0<<>9 4;O >1@01>B:8  $4 D09;>2. 7. -B> 
>7=0G05B, GB> >= 1>;LH5 =8G53> =5 <>65B 45;0BL. 8. �K <>65B5 8A?>;L7>20BL MB> 
CAB@>9AB2> 4;O B>3>, GB>1K 22>48BL 8=D>@<0F8N. 
 
#?@06=5=85 8. 
 
 #@>G8B09B5 B5:AB 5IP @07 8 >?@545;8B5, O2;ONBAO ;8 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O 25@=K<8 
?> A<KA;C. �A;8 =5B - 8A?@02LB5. 
 
1. When someone thinks of a computer it is usually a personal computer. 
2. A PC is a general-purpose device and it can process only information. 3. A computer can't 
take information from a device. 4. A PC is a general purpose tool built round a microprocessor. 
5. There are a lot of special-purpose devices in our life. 6. A PC can do a lot of things because it 
is special purpose. 
 
#?@06=5=85 9. 
 
0) #>;L7COAL B5:AB><, A>AB02LB5 2>?@>AK B0:, GB>1K ?>;CG8;8AL A;54CNI85 >B25BK. 
 
1. A general-purpose device. 
2. From a person, from a device, from the network. 
3. It is shown to the user, stored on a device or sent on the network. 
4. Special purpose devices. 
5. An  $� player. 
6. Because you can do a lot of things with it. 
7. You can use it to type documents, send e-mail, browse the Web and play games. 

 
1) �A?>;L7C9B5 ?>;CG5==K5 2>?@>AK 8 >B25BK 4;O A>AB02;5=8O 480;>30. $07K3@09B5 
A;54CNICN A8BC0F8N. #@54AB02LB5, GB> 2K -ABC45=B >4=>3> 87 0=3;89A:8E 
C=825@A8B5B>2. �K >15405B5 2 C=825@A8B5BA:>< :0D5, : 20< #>4E>48B 20H 4@C3 A 
?@>AL1>9 ?><>GL 2 ?>43>B>2:5 : A5<8=0@C. "= 70405B 2>?@>AK ?> B5<5 «#5@A>=0;L=K9 
:><?LNB5@ - CAB@>9AB2> >1I53> =07=0G5=8O», 2K >B25G05B5.  
 
#?@06=5=85 10. 
 
0) �0:>=G8B5 =0G0BK5 ?@54;>65=8O, ?>;L7COAL B5:AB><. 
 
1. A personal computer is 0 ... 
2. It can take information from     from ..., from..., and ... 
3. Once processed, the information is ... 
4. A personal computer is a general purpose tool... 
5. We have a lot of... in our lives, for example ... 
6. They are called special-purpose devices because ... 
7. � PC can do it all because ... 
8. "General purpose" means that ... 
9. You can ... 
 
1) #5@5A:068B5 B5:AB " A Personal Computer is a General-Purpose 
Device", ?@54AB0282, GB> 2K - CG0AB=8: ABC45=G5A:>9 :>=D5@5=F88 ?> 
?@>1;5<0< :><?LNB5@=KE B5E=>;>389. �0< 40;8 A;>2>. 'B> 1K 2K 
>B25B8;8? 
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2) %8BC0F8N 2 C?@. 106 <>6=> ?>2B>@8BL. &5?5@L <>6=> 4>1028BL 
?5@52>4G8:0, :>B>@K9 1C45B ?5@52>48BL 20HC @5GL A 0=3;89A:>3> 
O7K:0 =0 @CAA:89 8;8 A @CAA:>3> =0 0=3;89A:89. 
#?@06=5=85 11. #5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 

%53>4=O :><?LNB5@ 8A?>;L7C5BAO 2> <=>38E >1;0ABOE G5;>25G5A:>9 45OB5;L=>AB8. 
�><?LNB5@ @0AAG8BK205B :>=AB@C:F8N :>A<8G5A:>3> :>@01;O, C?@02;O5B 53> 

?>;5B><. �><?LNB5@ ?@54A:07K205B ?>3>4C. "= >1@010BK205B <0AAC 8=D>@<0F88, 
?>;CG05<CN :0: =0 �5<;5, B0: 8 87 :>A<>A0 - A 8A:CAAB25==KE A?CB=8:>2 �5<;8. 
�><?LNB5@ ?><>305B ?@>5:B8@>20BL =>2K5 02B><>18;8, A0<>;5BK, 702>4K. �><?LNB5@ 
@0AAG8BK205B 70@01>B=CN ?;0BC =0 ?@54?@8OB8OE. 

�><?LNB5@ ?@8<5=O5BAO 8 2 H:>;5. "= <>65B 70<5=8BL E8<8G5A:CN ;01>@0B>@8N. % 
53> ?><>ILN ;53:> ?@>45<>=AB@8@>20BL, :0: @01>B05B ?0@>2>9 42830B5;L 8;8 :0: 27;5B05B 
@0:5B0. "= >1;53G05B 87CG5=85 8=>AB@0==>3> O7K:0. 
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UNIT 2 TYPES OF COMPUTERS 

#?@06=5=85 1. #>45;8B5AL A2>8<8 7=0=8O<8 > 2840E :><?LNB5@0, >B25B82 =0 2>?@>AK. 

 

• What types of computers do you know? 
• What is the difference between them? 
• What do you know about analog and digital computers?  
 
#?@06=5=85 2. 
 

#@>A<>B@8B5 B5:AB 8 >?@545;8B5, O2;ONBAO ;8 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O 25@=K<8 ?> 
A<KA;C. 

 
1. A personal computer is designed for use by a single person. 
2. A persona] computer is designed for portability. 

3. Palmtop computers have the same input devices as personal ones. 
4. Mainframes are the most expensive and the most powerful. 
 

There are a lot of terms used to describe computers. Most of these words imply the size, 
expected use or capability of the computer. Here are the main computer types: 
Personal computer - The personal computer (PC) defines a computer designed for general use 
by a single person. PCs were first known as microcomputers because they were a complete 
computer but built on a smaller scale than the huge systems in use by most businesses. Desktop - 
A PC that is not designed for portability. You can set the computer up only in a permanent 
location. Most desktops offer more power, storage and versatility for less cost than their portable 
analogs. Laptop - Also called notebooks, laptops are portable computers that integrate the 
display, keyboard, a pointing device or trackball, processor, memory and hard drive all in a 
battery-operated package slightly larger than an average hardcover book. 
Palmtop - Palmtops are tightly integrated computers that often use flash memory instead of a 
hard drive for storage. These computers usually do not have keyboards but rely on touchscreen 
technology. Palmtops are typically smaller than a paperback novel and very lightweight. A 
slightly larger and heavier version of the palmtop is the handheld computer. 
Power supply - An electrical transformer regulates the electricity used by the computer. 
Hard disk - This is large-capacity permanent storage used to hold information such as programs 
and documents. 
Operating system - This is the basic software that allows the user to interface with the computer. 
Sound card - This is used by the computer to record and play audio by converting analog sound 

into digital information and back again. Graphics card - This translates image data from the 

computer into a format that can be displayed 

#?@06=5=85 3. 
 

 

0) �0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 8E @CAA:8<8 

M:2820;5=B0<8 

1. hardware a. 4>@>3>AB>OI89 

2. software b. 7028A5BL >B 

3. a central processing unit c. 206=K9 

4. a motherboard d. >1J5<, 5<:>ABL 

5. a rectangular circuit board e. A>548=5=85 
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6. random-access memory f. c>45@60BL 
 

7. read-only memory g. <0B5@8=A:0O ?;0B0 
 

8. basic input/output system h. ?@O<>C3>;L=0O ?;0B0 
 

9. power supply i.?@>3@0<<=>5 >15A?5G5=85 
10. graphics card j. >A=>20=85 
11. data :. 40==K5 

 

12. capacity I. 0??0@0B=>5 >15A?5G5=85 
 

13. foundation B. 2@5<5==> 
14. connection ?. 1;>: ?8B0=8O 

 

15. application >. 107>20O A8AB5<0 22>40 8 2K2>40 
16. to contain @. ?@8<5=5=85 

 

17. to depend on q.F5=B@0;L=>5 >1@010BK20NI55 CAB@>9AB2> 

18. important 3. 2845>:0@B0 
19. expensive s. ?>AB>O==0O ?0<OBL 
20. temporarily t. >?5@0B82=0O =0<OBL A;>20 
 
1) 'B>1K 1KAB@55 70?><=8BL MB8 A;>20 (C?@. �0), @0A?>;>68B5 8E 2 ?>@O4:5 ?>O2;5=8O 2 
B5:AB5. 
 
2) � ?0@0E ?>B@5=8@C9B5AL 2 ?5@52>45 MB8E A;>2 8 2K@065=89. %BC45=B 1 =07K205B A;>20 
?>-@CAA:8, 0 ABC45=B 2 ?5@52>48B 8E =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. #>B>< <>6=> ?><5=OBLAO. 
 
#?@06=5=85 4.  
 
#5@52548B5 A;>20, C:070==K5 2 A:>1:0E, =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
1. Pentium IV is one of the most (<>I=K9) processors. 2. Computer programming 
(>A=>2K205BAO =0) computer algorithm. 3. This device offers more (<>I=>AB8) and 
(A?>A>1=>AB8) than its analogs. 4. A notebook is designed for (?>@B0B82=>AB8). 5. A PC 
(>?@545;O5BAO :0:, ?>4@07C<5205BAO) a computer used in a permanent location. 6. An 
(>1KG=K9) computer comprises different hardware parts. 7. A lot of computer companies 
(?@54;030NB CA;C38) to users. 8. After upgrading the power of my computer (C25;8G8;0AL). 9. 
Huge computer systems like mainframes (2KH;8 87 C?>B@51;5=8O) and nowadays much 
smaller computer types are in use. 
 
#?@06=5=85 5. 
 
#5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 @CAA:89 O7K:, >1@0I0O 2=8<0=85 =0 2K45;5==K5 
3@0<<0B8G5A:85 O2;5=8O. #>?@>1C9B5 40BL >1JOA=5=85 40==K< 3@0<<0B8G5A:8< 
O2;5=8O<. 
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 1. There are a lot of computer types used in all spheres of our life. 2. AC1) See is a specialized 
program designed to work with pictures. 3. A computer is designed to process information. 4. 
Notebooks are computers that have all hardware in one package. 5. Notebooks are slightly larger 
than an average book. 6. Supercomputers are the most powerful computers. 7. In early days of 
programming, an average program could fill only one floppy disk. 8. As the size of computers 
has diminished while the power has increased, the term mainframe has fallen out of use. 9. 
Although supercomputers arc very expensive they offer more power and capability. 
 
#?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#5@52548B5 =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K: ?@54;>65=8O, A>45@60I85 3@0<<0B8G5A:89 O2;5=8O 87 
C?@. 5.  
 
1. %CI5AB2C5B <=>65AB2> :><?LNB5@>2, 8A?>;L7C5<KE 4;O >1@01>B:8 8=D>@<0F88. 2. 
�5AB:89 48A: - MB> CAB@>9AB2>, A>740==>5 4;O E@0?5=8O 8=D>@<0F88. 3. �=D>@<0F8O 
?>:07K205BAO ?>;L7>20B5;N =0 <>=8B>@5. 4.  >I=>ABL MB>3> :><?LNB5@0 C25;8G5=0 4;O 
>1@01>B:8 1>;LH53> :>;8G5AB20 8=D>@<0F88. 5. %5@25@ - MB> :><?LNB5@, :>B>@K9 
?@54>AB02;O5B CA;C38 4@C38< :><?LNB5@0<. 6. Palmtops MB> 284 :><?LNB5@0, :>B>@K9 =5 
8<55B :;0280BC@K. 7. !>CB1C:8 <5=LH5, G5< =0AB>;L=K5 :><?LNB5@K. 8. 
%C?5@:><?LNB5@K =0<=>3> 4>@>65, G5< =>CB1C:8. 
 
#?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#>43>B>2LB5 ?5@52>4 B5:AB0 =0 @CAA:89 O7K: (C?@. 2). #>4>948B5 : 7040=8N B2>@G5A:8; 
?><=8B5, GB> ?5@52>4 B5:AB0 4>;65= 72CG0BL ?>-@CAA:8. � =5:>B>@KE <5AB0E ?@>O28B5 
A2>5 2>>1@065=85! �0B5< 2K15@8B5 ;CGH89 ?5@52>4. 
 
#?@06=5=85 8. 
 
#@>G8B09B5 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O 8 4>30409B5AL, > :0:>< 2845 :><?LNB5@0 3>2>@8BAO 
2 :064>< 87 =8E. 
 
1. Many years ago these computers were huge. 
2. This type of computers is the smallest and the lightest. 
3. These computers are usually used by a single person. 
4. This computer is based on touchscreen technology. 
5. These computers provide service to other computers over the network. 
6. This type of computer is very- expensive and powerful. 
7. These computers are portable ones. 
8. This computer is not designed for portability.  
 
#?@06=5=85 9. 
 
0) #>2B>@8B5 AB5?5=8 A@02=5=8O ?@8;030B5;L=KE 8 >1@07C9B5 
A@02=8B5;L=CN 8 ?@52>AE>4=CN AB5?5=8 A;54CNI8E ?@8;030B5;L=KE. 
 
Small, large, powerful, cheap, expensive, heavy, light, big, little. 
 
1) #5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:, 8A?>;L7CO AB5?5=8 
A@02=5=8O ?@8;030B5;L=KE. 
 

1. Palmtops - A0<K5 <0;5=L:85 :><?LNB5@K. 2. %C?5@:><?LNB5@K - A0<K5 4>@>385 
:><?LNB5@K. 3. !0AB>;L=K5 :><?LNB5@K 45H52;5 ?>@B0B82=KE :><?LNB5@>2. 4. 
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%5@25@K - 1>;55 <>I=K5, G5< =0AB>;L=K5 :><?LNB5@K. 5. !0AB>;L=K5 
:><?LNB5@K <5=55 <>I=K5, G5< AC?5@:><?LNB5@K. 
 

2) %@02=8B5 @07;8G=K5 284K :><?LNB5@>2, 8AE>4O 87 8E @07<5@>2, 
AB>8<>AB8, 2>7<>6=>AB8 8 8E 8A?>;L7>20=8O. !0948B5 >1I85 8 
>B;8G8B5;L=K5 G5@BK. �A?>;L7C9B5 AB5?5=8 A@02=5=8O 
?@8;030B5;L=KE 8 A;>20 87 B5:AB0. 
 
#?@06=5=85 10. 
 
0) #@>25@LB5, =0A:>;L:> E>@>H> 2K 70?><=8;8 8=D>@<0F8N > 2840E :><?LNB5@0. !5 
?>;L7COAL B5:AB><, >B25BLB5 =0 2>?@>AK.  
 
1. What are the main computer types used in different spheres of human activity? 2. What is the 
difference between them? 3. How does the personal computer define? 4. Why were PCs first 
known as microprocessors? 5. What is a PC designed for? 6. What do PCs offer? 
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UNIT 3  COMPUTER  HARDWARE 

 

#?@06=5=85 1.  
 
� ?0@0E 8;8 2 3@C??0E >1AC48B5 A;54CNI85 2>?@>AK. 
 
• What are the main parts of computer hardware? 
• What are the functions of the main computer parts? 
• What part is the "brain" of the computer system? 
• What part is used to hold data? 
 

#?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#@>A<>B@8B5 B5:AB 8 ?@>25@LB5, =0A:>;L:> 2K 1K;8 ?@02K 2 >B25B0E =0 2>?@>AK 87 C?@. 1. 
 

The physical components that make up a computer are called hardware. Every PC has basically 
the same hardware. The differences in size and power of that hardware makes one PC more 
expensive or powerful than another. Let's take a look at the main components of a typical 
desktop computer. 
Motherboard - The motherboard is a thin, rectangular circuit board that forms the foundation of 
your computer. It contains many computer "chips and connections. The CPU and memory are 
usually on the motherboard. Other systems may be found directly on the motherboard or 
connected to it through a secondary connection. For example, a sound card can be built into the 
motherboard or connected through PCI. The motherboard allows users to personalize a computer 
system depending on their applications and needs. 
Central processing unit (CPU) - The microprocessor, "brain" of the computer system, is called 
the central processing unit. Everything that a computer does is overseen by the CPU. 
Memory - This is very fast storage used to hold data. It must be fast because it connects directly 
to the microprocessor. There are several specific types of memory in a computer: Random-
access memory (RAM) - Used to temporarily store information that the computer is currently 
working with. Read-only memory (ROM) - A permanent type of memory storage used by the 
computer for important data that does not change. 
Basic input/output system (BIOS) - A type of ROM that is used by the computer to establish 
basic communication when the computer is first turned on. 
Server - A computer that has been optimized to provide services to other computers over a 
network. Servers usually have powerful processors, lots of memory and large hard drives. 
Mainframe - In the early days of computing, mainframes were huge computers that could fill an 
entire room or even a whole floor! As the size of computers has diminished while the power has 
increased, the term mainframe has fallen out of use in favor o f  enterprise server. You'll still hear 
the term used, particularly in large companies to describe the huge machines processing millions 
of transactions every day. Supercomputer - This type of computer usually costs hundreds of 
thousands or even millions of dollars. Although some supercomputers are single computer 
systems, most comprise multiple high performance computers working in parallel as a single 
system." 
 
#?@06=5=85 3. 
 

 

0) �0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 8E c @CAA:8<8 

M:2820;5=B0<8. 

1.versatility C<5=LH0BL 
2.portability 2>7<>6=>ABL 
3.capability A@54=89, >1KG=K9 
4.power <>I=K9 
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5.to imply ?>4@07C<520BL 
6.to comprise ?>@B0B82=>ABL 
7.to provide services ?5@5=>A=>9 
8.to fall out of use <>I=>ABL 
9.to rely on C25;8G820BL 
 C=825@A0;L=>ABL 
10.to diminish >?@545;OBL 
11. to increase :>=AB@C8@>20BL 
12. to define ?@54>AB02;OBL CA;C38 
13. to design ?>AB>O==K9 
14. powerful  A>AB>OBL 87 
15.huge >A=>2K20BLAO 
16. permanent 2K9B8 87 C?>B@51;5=8O 
17. portable >3@><=K9 

 C<5=LH0BL 
18.average 2>7<>6=>ABL 
 
 

1) 'B>1K 1KAB@55 70?><=8BL MB8 A;>20 (C?@. �0), @0A?>;>68B5 8E 2 ?>@O4:5 ?>O2;5=8O 2 
B5:AB5. 
2) � ?0@0E ?>B@5=8@C9B5AL 2 ?5@52>45 MB8E A;>2 8 2K@065=89. %BC45=B 1 =07K205B A;>20 
?>-@CAA:8, 0 ABC45=B 2 ?5@52>48B 8E =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
#?@06=5=85 4. 
 
� A;54CNI8E ?@54;>65=8OE >BACBAB2CNB =5:>B>@K5 A;>20. �0?>;=8B5 ?@>?CA:8 A;>20<8, 
?@82545==K<8 2 C?@. �0.  
 
1. An average computer consists of different ... .2. The ... is the heart of any computer. 3. 
Computer is nothing without ... .4. The CPU is based on the ... . 5. There are two main types of 
computer memory: ... and ... .6. The information processed by a computer is called .... 7. It is 
very ... to 
establish  new types of hardware. 8. The computer performance . the 
quality of its hardware and software. 9. The motherboard is a ....... that 
forms the ... of any computer. 10. The motherboard ... many chips and connections. 
 
#?@06=5=85 5. 
 
%@02=8B5 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O A ?@54;>65=8O<8, ?@82545==K<8 2 B5:AB5, 8 
8A?@02LB5 2K45;5==K5 3@0<<0B8G5A:85 >H81:8. #>?@>1C9B5 40BL >1JOA=5=85 40==K< 
>H81:0<. #5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 @CAA:89 O7K:. 
 
1. The physical components that make computer call hardware. 2. The differences in size and 
power make one PC more expensive or powerful another. 3. Motherboard thin, rectangular 
circuit board that form the foundation of your computer. 4. It contain many computer chips and 
connections. 5. A sound card can build into the motherboard. 6. The motherboard allows users 
personalize a computer system depend from their applications and needs. 7. Everything that a 
computer does oversee the CPU. 8. This_yery fast storage use hold data. 9. It must be fast 
because it connect direct to the microprocessor. 
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and memory- are usually on the 
motherboard, is the basic software, is very 
fast storage used to hold data, is called the 
microprocessor "brain", is fast as it 
connects directly to the   microprocessor, 
allows users to personalize a computer 
system, contains many computer chips and 
connections, forms the foundation of your 
computer, translates image data to be 
displayed by the monitor. 

#?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:, >1@0I0O 2=8<0=85 =0 3@0<<0B8G5A:85 
O2;5=8O 87 C?@. 5. 
 
 1. �845> 8 72C:>20O :0@BK ?>4A>548=ONBAO : <0B5@8=A:>9 ?;0B5. 2. �;>: ?8B0=8O 
8A?>;L7C5BAO 4;O @53C;OF88 M;5:B@8G5AB20. 3. 'AB@>9AB2>, :>B>@>5 8A?>;L7C5BAO 4;O 
E@0=5=8O 8=D>@<0F88, =07K205BAO 65AB:8< 48A:><. 4. �5AB:89 48A: - MB> G0ABL 
:><?LNB5@0, :>B>@0O 8A?>;L7C5BAO 4;O E@0=5=8O 8=D>@<0F88. 5. #@>F5AA>@ <>65B 1KBL 
@07=>9 <>I=>AB8 2 7028A8<>AB8 >B 53> AB>8<>AB8. 6. �2C:>20O :0@B0 ?@5>1@07C5B 
0=0;>3>2K9 72C: 2 F8D@>2CN 8=D>@<0F8N 8 >1@0B=>. 7. #0<OBL <>65B 1KBL >?5@0B82=>9 
8 ?>AB>O==>9. 
 
#?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#@54AB02LB5, GB> 2K - ?5@52>4G8:, 8 20< ?>@CG8;8 
?5@525AB8 B5:AB "Computer Hardware". �0: 1K 2K ?5@525;8 MB>B 
B5:AB? #>43>B>2LB5 E>@>H89 ?8AL<5==K9 ?5@52>4 =0 @CAA:89 O7K:. 
 
#?@06=5=85 8. 
 
#>;L7COAL B5:AB><, A>548=8B5 :>;>=:8 B0:, GB>1K ?>;CG8;8AL 25@=K5 ?@54;>65=8O. 
 

temporarily store information, 
establish basic communication, permanently store data that 
does not 

The motherboard change. 
The central permanently  hold  programs and 
processing unit documents. 
Random-access regulate the electricity, 
memory record and play audio. 
Read-only memory' j _j _________________  
Basic   input/output system Power supply The 
hard disk operating system The sound card  
The graphics card 
 

 
#?@06=5=85 9. 
 
0) � ?0@0E 2K?>;=8B5 A;54CNI55 7040=85, 8A?>;L7CO C?@06=5=85 8. 
%BC45=B I >?8AK205B G0ABL :><?LNB5@0, =5 =07K20O A5. %BC45=B 2 
C304K205B. #>B>< <>6=> ?><5=OBLAO.  
!0?@8<5@: 
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St. 1: - This device is used to record and play audio. 
St.2: - The sound card is used to record and play audio. 
St.l: - This device is called the microprocessor "brain". 
St.2: - The central processing unit is called the microprocessor "brain". 
 
1) #><5=O5< 7040=85. %BC45=B 1 70304K205B G0ABL :><?LNB5@0. 
%BC45=B 2 >B304K205B ?@8 ?><>I8 >1I8E 2>?@>A>2. %BC45=B I <>65B 
B>;L:> >B25G0BL «40» 8;8 «=5B». !0?@8<5@: 
St.l: - I'm ready. 
St.2: - Does this device form the foundation of a computer? St.l: - No, it doesn't. 
St.2: - Is it the basic software? St.l:- Yes, it is. St.2: - Is it 
BIOS? St.l: - Yes, it is. 
 

#?@06=5=85 10. 
 
$07K3@09B5 A;54CNICN A8BC0F8N. � 20< >1@0I05BAO 20H 4@C3, =0G8=0NI89 
?>;L7>20B5;L, A ?@>AL1>9 ?><>GL @07>1@0BLAO 2 0??0@0B=>< >15A?5G5=88 :><?LNB5@0. �0: 
1K 2K MB> A45;0;8? �K <>65B5 2K?>;=8BL MB> 7040=85 2 D>@<5 480;>30 8;8 <>=>;>30. 
 
#?@06=5=85 11.  
 

#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
� A>AB02 ;N1>3> :><?LNB5@0 2E>4OB ?@>F5AA>@, ?0<OBL, CAB@>9AB20 22>40 8 2K2>40 

8=D>@<0F88. 
#@>F5AA>@ 70=8<05BAO >1@01>B:>9 8=D>@<0F88 - MB> A2>53> @>40 «<>73» :><?LNB5@0. 

� >?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8 ("�') :><?LNB5@0 2 42>8G=>< 2845 70?><8=05BAO >1@010BK205<0O 
8=D>@<0F8O, ?@>3@0<<0 55' >1@01>B:8 8 @57C;LB0BK @01>BK. �@><5 >?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8, C 
:><?LNB5@0 <>65B 1KBL ?>AB>O==0O ?0<OBL (#�'). "A=>2=>9 E0@0:B5@8AB8:>9 O2;O5BAO 
55' >1J5<. 

'AB@>9AB20 22>40 8 2K2>40 >15A?5G820NB 22>4 8=D>@<0F88 2 ?0<OBL :><?LNB5@0 8 
2K40GC 55 =0@C6C. 
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UNIT 4 INPUT DEVICES.   

#?@06=5=85 1. 

 #>45;8B5AL A2>8<8 7=0=8O<8 >1 CAB@>9AB20E 22>40, >B25B82 =0 2>?@>AK. 

 

• What input devices do you know? 

• What input devices do you usually use when you work with a computer? 

 
#?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#@>G8B09B5 B5:AB 8 >?@545;8B5, O2;ONBAO ;8 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O 25@=K<8. 
 
1.  The keyboard is the most common input device. 
2. Most mice are used on digital technology. 
3. Digital pens are mouse substitutes. 
4. Today, joysticks are advanced optical-mechanical devices. 
 
No matter how powerful the components inside your computer are, you need a way to interact 
with them. This interaction is called input/output (I/O). The most common types of input devices 
in PCs are: of programming languages currently in use. % has been around for several decades 
and has won widespread acceptance because it gives programmers maximum control and 
efficiency. % is an easy language to learn. It is a bit more cryptic in its style than some other 
languages, but you get beyond that fairly quickly. 
If you are a programmer, or if you are interested in becoming a programmer, there arc a couple 
of benefits you gain from learning C: 
• You will be able to read and write code for a large number of platforms -- everything from 

microcontrollers to the most advanced scientific systems can be written in C, and many 
modern operating systems are written in C. 

• The jump to the object oriented %++ language becomes much easier. %++ is an extension of 
C, and it is nearly impossible to learn %++ without learning % first. 

% is what is called a compiled language. This means that once you write your % program, you 
must run it through 0 % compiler to turn your program into an executable that the computer can 
run (execute). To write and run 0 % program, you must have access to 0 % compiler. If you are a 
student, then the school will likely provide you with a compiler - find out what the school is 
using and learn about it. If you are working at home on a Windows machine, you are going to 
need to download a free % compiler or purchase a commercial compiler. A widely used 
commercial compiler is Microsoft's Visual %-=- environment (it compiles both % and C-

J 

programs). 

 
#?@06=5=85 3. 
 

 

0) �0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 8E @CAA:8<8 

M:2820;5=B0<8. 
1. a    computer  language 0. 2KOA=OBL, C7=020BL 

 
2. a decade b. :><?8;OB>@ 
3. a programmer A. A;54>20BL, 2K?>;=OBL 
4. a compiled language d. 45AOB8;5B85 
5. 0  compiler 5. 4>18BLAO H8@>:>3> ?@87=0=8O 
6. environment f. ?@>3@0<<8AB 
7. extension g. B09=K9, 70304>G=K9 
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8. to be interested in h. 4>?>;=5=85 
9. to gain benefits from i. ?>;CG0BL 2K3>4C >B 
10. to find out g.        O7K:        :><?LNB5@=>3> 

11. to download 
?@>3@0<<8@>20=8O  

12. to purchase :. :><?8;O@=K9 O7K: 
13. to win widespread acceptance 1. 15A?;0B=K9 
14. to follow B. 8=B5@5A>20BLAO 
15. free ?. 703@C60BL 
16. impossible >. =52>7<>6=K9 
17. cryptic @.?>:C?0BL 

 
1) 'B>1K 1KAB@55 70?><=8BL MB8 A;>20 (C?@. �0), @0A?>;>68B5 8E 2 ?>@O4:5 ?>O2;5=8O 2 
B5:AB5. 
 
2) � ?0@0E ?>B@5=8@C9B5AL 2 ?5@52>45 MB8E A;>2 8 2K@065=89. %BC45=B 1 =07K205B A;>20 
?>-@CAA:8, 0 ABC45=B 2 ?5@52>48B 8E =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
#?@06=5=85 4.  
 
� A;54CNI8E ?@54;>65=8OE >BACBAB2CNB =5:>B>@K5 A;>20. �0?>;=8B5 ?@>?CA:8 A;>20<8, 
?@82545==K<8 2 C?@. �0. 
 
I. Different .............. are used to create programs.  
2. C+-+ is an&&.   of  programming                                   
3. In the USA it is ... to get a program ... .  
4. Although  programming is ... a lot of programs are written on its base.  
5. "Diablo �� has won &&.. round the world. 
6.If you ... your teacher's advice you'll learn to write programs very soon. 
7. Those people who were interested in programming two &.. ago now are called &&.. . 
 
#?@06=5=85 5.  
 
#@>25@LB5, =0A:>;L:> E>@>H> 2K ?5@52>48B5 0=3;89A:85 B5:ABK =0 @CAA:89 O7K:. 
#>43>B>2LB5 E>@>H89 ?8AL<5==K9 ?5@52>4. 
 
#?@06=5=85 6.  
 
"?@545;8B5, O2;ONBAO ;8 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O 25@=K<8 ?> A<KA;C. �A;8 =5B - 
8A?@02LB5. 
 

1. % is a computer programming language. 2. That means that you can use % to create lists 
of instructions for a computer to follow. 3. % is a new computer programming language. 
4. % is a difficult language to learn. 5. It is a bit clumsier in its style than some other 
languages. 6. Many modern operating systems are written in C. 7. % is an extension of 
%++, and it is nearly impossible to learn % without learning %++ first. 8. Once you write 
your % program, you must run it through 0 % compiler to turn your program into an 
executable that the computer can run. 9. A widely used commercial compiler is Microsoft 
Office. 
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#?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#@54AB02LB5, GB> 2K - A>740B5;L O7K:0 % 8 %++. $0AA:068B5 > A2>5< «45B8I5» 
=0G8=0NI8< ?@>3@0<<8AB0<.  >65B5 2K?>;=8BL MB> 7040=85 2 D>@<5 480;>30 8;8 
<>=>;>30.  
 
#?@06=5=85 8.  
 
#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 

�;O B>3> GB>1K :><?LNB5@ <>3 2K?>;=8BL ?@>3@0<<C, ?@>3@0<<0 4>;6=0 1KBL 
70?8A0=0 ?> AB@>38< ?@028;0<, 2 2845, 4>ABC?=>< 4;O >1@01>B:8 =0 :><?LNB5@5. &0:>9 
=01>@ ?@028; =07K205BAO O7K:>< ?@>3@0<<8@>20=8O. �>A?@8=8<0O ?@>3@0<<C, 
70?8A0==CN =0 O7K:5 ?@>3@0<<8@>20=8O, :><?LNB5@ =5:>B>@K< >1@07>< 5P ?@5>1@07C5B, 
?><5H05B 2 A>1AB25==CN ?0<OBL, 0 70B5< 2K?>;=O5B :><0=4K, A>>B25BAB2CNI85 40==>9 
?@>3@0<<5. 

#@>3@0<<0 =0 O7K:5 ?@>3@0<<8@>20=8O 70?8AK205BAO 2 2845 B5:AB0, A>45@60I53> 
1C:2K, F8D@K, 7=0:8 >?5@0F89 8 B.4. �N1>9 B0:>9 B5:AB <>6=> 70:>48@>20BL. 

#@8 2K?>;=5=88 :><?LNB5@ 0=0;878@C5B ?@>3@0<<C 8 2 A>>B25BAB288 A ?@>3@0<<>9 
2K?>;=O5B B5 8;8 8=K5 ?@5>1@07>20=8O =04 40==K<8. 

 
#?@06=5=85 9. 
 
0) #@>25@LB5, =0A:>;L:> E>@>H> 2K 70?><=8;8 8=D>@<0F8N >1 
CAB@>9AB20E 22>40. !5 ?>;L7COAL B5:AB><, 70:>=G8B5 =0G0BK5 
?@54;>65=8O. 
1. The most common types of... 
2. The keyboard is the primary device for ... 
3. Most have a QWERTY ... 
4. The mouse is the primary device for ... 
5. A mouse is optimized for ... 
6. Most are used on optical or... 
7. Digital pens are ... 
8. Pens rely on handwriting recognition or ... 
9. Pens come in corded and ... 
10. Joysticks plug into the 15-inch game port ... 
i 1.   In the past, joysticks were ... 
12. Today, joysticks are ... 
13. Voice input systems can have ... 
14. Voice input systems can be used to control ... 
15. Many voice-input systems vary according to ... 
1) #5@5A:068B5 B5:AB " Input Devices", ?@54AB0282, GB> 2K - CG0AB=8: 
ABC45=G5A:>9 :>=D5@5=F88 ?> ?@>1;5<0< :><?LNB5@=KE B5E=>;>389. 
�0< 40;8 A;>2>. 'B> 1K 2K >B25B8;8? 
 
#?@06=5=85 10.  
 
#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 

�;0280BC@0 =C6=0 4;O C?@02;5=8O :><?LNB5@>< 8 22>40 8=D>@<0F88. �;0280BC@0 
#� ?>E>60 =0 :;0280BC@C ?8HCI59 <0H8=:8. �@><5 1C:25==KE 8 F8D@>2KE, 5ABL 
DC=:F8>=0;L=K5 :;028H8. 

#� B0:65 >1>@C4>20= <KHLN - CAB@>9AB2>< @CG=>3> C?@02;5=8O, :>B>@>5 
A>548=O5BAO A #� «E2>AB><» - :015;5<. �=CB@8 <KH8 =0E>48BAO H0@8:. "= 2@0I05BAO, 
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:>340 <KHL 428305BAO ?> ?>25@E=>AB8. %2O70==K5 A H0@8:>< 40BG8:8 ?>AK;0NB 2 #� 
A83=0;K, 8 :C@A>@ =0 M:@0=5 ?>2B>@O5B 42865=85 <KH8. -B> CAB@>9AB2> 8A?>;L7C5BAO 4;O 
1KAB@>3> 2K1>@0 ?C=:B>2 <5=N, ?>O2;ONI8EAO =0 M:@0=5: :C@A>@ ?>42>4OB : =C6=><C 
?C=:BC 8 =068<0NB :;028HC <KH8.  KHLN <>6=> ?5@542830BL ?> M:@0=C A;>20 8 
:0@B8=:8, 0 B0:65 G5@B8BL ;8=88. 
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UNIT 5 HOW MICROPROCESSORS WORK 

#?@06=5=85 1.  

� ?0@0E 8;8 2 3@C??0E >1AC48B5 A;54CNI85 2>?@>AK. 

 

• What is the most important hardware part in any computer? 

• What do you know about the history of microprocessors? 

• What processor is the most powerful? 

 

#?@06=5=85 2. 
 
0) #@>G8B09B5 B5:AB 8 2K15@8B5 3 ?@54;>65=8O, <0:A8<0;L=> >?8AK20NI85 @01>BC 
?@>F5AA>@0. 
 
The microprocessor, or CPU, is the heart of any normal computer, whether it is a desktop 
machine, a server or a laptop. It is a single computer chip about the size of a matchbox. Its many 
legs or pins are inserted into the motherboard. The CPU, which does the bulk of your PC's 
thinking, is the motor behind your software. 
The CPU is a kind of a traffic cop. The information is constantly flowing back and forth between 
the various parts of the PC and the CPU. The CPU stands in the middle, deciding what goes 
where. One of the CPU's jobs is to connol the information flow. When you type at the keyboard, 
the CPU receives every keystroke and redirects it to the right place. When you print a letter, the 
CPU takes the characters from the screen or the disk and sends them through the cable that 
connects your PC to your printer. The CPU gets its orders from the software programs that are 
loaded into the computer memory. A microprocessor executes a collection of machine 
instructions that tell the processor what to do. Based on the instructions, a microprocessor does 
three basic things: 
• Using its ALU (Arithmetic/Logic Unit), a microprocessor can perform mathematical 

operations like addition," subtraction, multiplication and division. 
• A microprocessor can move data from one memory location to another. 
• A microprocessor can make decisions and jump to a new set of instructions based on those 

decisions. 
 
1) �A?>;L7C9B5 ?>;CG5==K5 2>?@>AK 8 >B25BK 4;O A>AB02;5=8O 480;>30. $07K3@09B5 
A;54CNICN A8BC0F8N. #@54AB02LB5, GB> 2K CG8B5AL 2 >4=>< 87 0<5@8:0=A:8E :>;;54659. 
�K 3>B>28B5AL : M:70<5=C ?> :><?LNB5@=><C 0??0@0B=><C >15A?5G5=8N. �K >1AC6405B5 A 
4@C38< ABC45=B>< >48= 87 2>?@>A>2 : M:70<5=C.  
 
#?@06=5=85 10. 
 
0) �0:>=G8B5 =0G0BK5 ?@54;>65=8O, ?>;L7COAL B5:AB><. 
 
1. The microprocessor, or CPU ... 
2. It is a single computer chip ... 
3. Its many legs or pins are ... 
4. The CPU is a kind of like a ... 
5. The information is constantly ... 
6. One of the CPU's jobs is to ... 
7. When you type at the keyboard, ... 
8. When you print a letter, ... 
9. The CPU gets its orders from ... 
10. Based on the instructions, a microprocessor... 
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11. A microprocessor can ... 
 
1) #5@5A:068B5 B5:AB " A Personal Computer is a General-Purpose Device", ?@54AB0282, GB> 
2K - CG0AB=8: ABC45=G5A:>9 :>=D5@5=F88 ?> ?@>1;5<0< :><?LNB5@=KE B5E=>;>389. �0< 
40;8 A;>2>. 'B> 1K 2K >B25B8;8? 
2) %8BC0F8N 2 C?@. 101 <>6=> ?>2B>@8BL. &5?5@L <>6=> 4>1028BL ?5@52>4G8:0, :>B>@K9 
1C45B ?5@52>48BL 20HC @5GL A 0=3;89A:>3> O7K:0 =0 @CAA:89 8;8 A @CAA:>3> =0 
0=3;89A:89. 
 
#?@06=5=85 11.  
 
#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
�><?0=8O AMD A>18@05BAO : :>=FC MB>3> 3>40 ?@5:@0B8BL ?@>872>4AB20 ?@>F5AA>@>2 
Duron, :>B>@K5 ?@54=07=0G0NBAO 4;O =54>@>38E :><?LNB5@>2. �> 2AO:>< A;CG05, 2 ?;0=0E 
:><?0=88 =0 2003 3>4 Duron'bi =5 7=0G0BAO. &0:>5 @5H5=85 ?@8=OB> 2 A2O78 A 
=042830NI8<AO 2K?CA:>< ?@>F5AA>@>2 A5<59AB20 Hammer. #5@2K9 G8? MB>3> A5<59AB20 
?>4 =0720=85<  Claw Hammer 4>;65= :0: @07 ?>O28BLAO 2 :>=F5 3>40. AMD ?@83>B>28;0 
5<C @>;L >A=>2=>3> A2>53> ?@>F5AA>@0 4;O =0AB>;L=KE #� 8 =>CB1C:>2. � =K=5H=89 
;845@ Athlon 709<5B <5AB> Duron'a, B> 5ABL AB0=5B ?@>F5AA>@>< 4;O 45H52KE 
:><?LNB5@>2. 
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UNIT 6 DEFINING RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY (RAM) 

#?@06=5=85 1. 

#>45;8B5AL A2>8<8 7=0=8O<8 > 2840E :><?LNB5@=>9 ?0<OB8, >B25B82 =0 2>?@>AK. 
• What types of computer memory do you know? 
• What are they used for? 
• What is the difference between them? 
 

#?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#@>G8B09B5 B5:AB, =0948B5 =081>;55 ACI5AB25==CN 8=D>@<0F8N >1 >?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8 
8 @0AA:068B5 >1 MB>< =0 @CAA:>< O7K:5. 

Random-access memory (RAM) is the best known form of computer memory. RAM is a type of 
short-term memory; when power is turned off, the information is lost. 
A memory chip is an integrated circuit (1%) made of millions of transistors and capacitors. They 
come in different shapes and sizes. Dynamic random-access memory (DRAM) chips are the most 
common type of computer memory, and they need to be energized hundreds of times per second 
to hold the information. 
DRAM has memory cells with a paired transistor and capacitor requiring constant refreshing. 
This refresh operation is where dynamic RAM gets its name. Dynamic RAM has to be 
dynamically refreshed all of the time or it forgets what it is holding. The downside of all of this 
refreshing is that it takes time and slows down the memory. 

Static RAM uses a completely different technology. Static random access memory uses 
multiple transistors, typically four to six, for each memory cell but doesn't have a capacitor in 
each cell. Static RAM never needs to be refreshed. This makes static RAM significantly faster 
than dynamic RAM. However, because it has more parts, a static memory cell takes a lot more 
space on a chip than a dynamic memory cell. Therefore you get less memory per chip, and that 
makes static RAM a lot more expensive.  

 
#?@06=5=85 3. 
 
0) �0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 0=3;89A:85 A;>20 8 
2K@065=8O A 8E @CAA:8<8 M:2820;5=B0<8. � MB>< 20< ?><>65B A;>20@L. 
 
1. short-term memory 0. 7=0G8B5;L=> 
2. an integrated circuit b. 2:;NG0BL/2K:;NG0BL 
3. a transistor A. C45@6820BL 8=D>@<0F8N 
4. a capacitor d. B@0=78AB>@ 
5. a cell 5. :>=45=A0B>@ 
6. random-access memory f. =54>AB0B>: 
7. refreshing g. OG59:0 
8. downside h. B@51>20BL 
9. space i. 8=B53@0;L=0O <8:@>AE5<0 
10.to turn on/off g. :@0B:>A@>G=0O ?0<OBL 
11.to hold the information k. >1=>2;5=85 
12.to slow down I. ?>AB>O==K9 
13.to require m. 70<54;OBL 
14.significantly ?. >?5@0B82=0O ?0<OBL 
15.constant >. <5AB>, ?@>AB@0=AB2> 
 
1) 'B>1K 1KAB@55 70?><=8BL MB8 A;>20 (C?@. �0), @0A?>;>68B5 8E 2 
?>@O4:5 ?>O2;5=8O 2 B5:AB5. 
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2) � ?0@0E ?>B@5=8@C9B5AL 2 ?5@52>45 MB8E A;>2 8 2K@065=89. 
%BC45=B 1 =07K205B A;>20 ?>-@CAA:8, 0 ABC45=B 2 ?5@52>48B 8E =0 
0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
#?@06=5=85 4.  
 
� A;54CNI8E ?@54;>65=8OE >BACBAB2CNB =5:>B>@K5 A;>20. �0?>;=8B5 ?@>?CA:8 A;>20<8, 
?@82545==K<8 2 C?@. �0. 
 
1. When you begin to work you ...... your computer, when you finish to 
work you  .........  it. 2. The motherboard is .............  ... that forms the 
foundation of a computer. 3. Today computers are ... more powerful than they were 10 years 
ago. 4. The computer ... it that it can break down. 5. A memory chip is made of millions of..... 
and ... .6. Memory is a part of a 
computer used to ........... 7. A cheap processor can ......... the work of a 
computer. 
 
#?@06=5=85 5. 
 
#5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 @CAA:89 O7K:, >1@0I0O 2=8<0=85 =0 2K45;5==K5 
3@0<<0B8G5A:85 O2;5=8O. #>?@>1C9B5 40BL >1JOA=5=85 40==K< 3@0<<0B8G5A:8< 
O2;5=8O<. 
 
1. Random-access memory (RAM) is the best known form of computer memory. 2. RAM is a 
type of short-term memory; when power is turned off, the information is lost. 3. � memory chip 
is an integrated circuit (1%) made of millions of transistors and capacitors. 4. DRAM has 
memory cells with a paired transistor and capacitor requiring constant refreshing. 5. The 
downside of all of this refreshing is that it takes time and slows down the memory. 6. Static 
RAM never needs to be refreshed. 7. This makes static RAM significantly faster than dynamic 
RAM.  
 
#?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#5@52548B5 =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K: ?@54;>65=8O, A>45@60I85 3@0<<0B8G5A:85 O2;5=8O 87 
C?@.5. 
 
1. "?5@0B82=0O =0<OBL - >48= 87 =081>;55 @0A?@>AB@0=5==KE 284>2 ?0<OB8. 2. �07>20O 
A8AB5<0 22>40 8 2K2>40 703@C605BAO, :>340 2K 2:;NG05B5 :><?LNB5@. 3. %B0B8G5A:0O 
>?5@0B82=0O ?0<OBL 1KAB@55, G5< 48=0<8G5A:0O. 4. '8? "�' - 8=B53@0;L=0O <8:@>AE5<0, 
A>AB>OI0O 87 <8;;8>=>2 B@0=78AB>@>2 8 :>=45=A0B>@>2. 5. � =0H8 4=8 ?0<OBL 2<5I05B 2 
A51O 7=0G8B5;L=> 1>;LH5 8=D>@<0F88, G5< 10 ;5B =0704. 
 
#?@06=5=85 7. 
 
#>43>B>2LB5 ?5@52>4 B5:AB0  =0 @CAA:89 O7K:. #>4>948B5 : 7040=8N B2>@G5A:8; ?><=8B5, 
GB> ?5@52>4 B5:AB0 4>;65= 72CG0BL ?>-@CAA:8. �0B5< 2K15@8B5 ;CGH89 ?5@52>4.  
 
#?@06=5=85 8. 
 
0) !0948B5 >B25BK 2 B5:AB5 =0 A;54CNI85 2>?@>AK. 
 
1. Why is RAM a type of short-term memory? 
2. What is a memory chip made of? 
3. What are the main RAM types? 
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4. Why is DRAM called dynamic? 
5. Why is static RAM called static? 
1) �A?>;L7CO 2KH5?5@5G8A;5==K5 2>?@>AK (C?@. 80), A>AB02LB5 480;>3 8 @07K3@09B5 
A;54CNICN A8BC0F8N. �K 3 @C:>2>48B5;L :@C6:0 «.=K9 E0:5@» 2 �<5@8:0=A:>< �><5 
#8>=5@>2. �0< =5>1E>48<> >B25B8BL =0 2>?@>AK >4=>3> 87 G;5=>2 20H53> :@C6:0 
 
#?@06=5=85 9. 
 
�K?>;=8B5 A;54CNI55 B2>@G5A:8-0=0;8B8G5A:>5 7040=85. %@02=8B5 420 >A=>2=KE 2840 
>?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8: DRAM 8 static RAM. !0948B5 >1I85 8 >B;8G8B5;L=K5 G5@BK.  
 >65B5 8A?>;L7>20BL 40==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O: dynamic random-access memory, static 
random access memory, the most common type of, to be energized, a paired transistor and 
capacitor, to be dynamically refreshed, slow down, multiple transistors, faster than, take a lot 
more space, make a lot more expensive. 
 
#?@06=5=85 10. 
 
�;O 2K?>;=5=8O 40==>3> 7040=8O 20< ?>B@51C5BAO 2>>1@065=85 8 B2>@G5A:89 ?>4E>4 : 
45;C. $0AA:068B5 >1 >?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8 >B 8<5=8 A0<>9 >?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8.  >65B5 
=0G0BL A;54CNI8< >1@07><: "/ 'F random access memory and I'd like to tell you about myself. 
I'm the best known form of computer memory... "  
 
#?@06=5=85 11. 
 
#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 

�;O E@0=5=8O 8=D>@<0F88 8A?>;L7CNBAO @07=K5 CAB@>9AB20. "B;8G0NBAO >=8 
P<:>ABLN ?0<OB8 8 2@5<5=5< 4>ABC?0 : =59. 

"?5@0B82=0O ?0<OBL :><?LNB5@0 - A0<0O 1KAB@0O. 'B>1K 872;5GL 87 =5P G8A;> 8;8 
A;>2>, 4>AB0B>G=> <8;;8>==KE 4>;59 A5:C=4K. "1KG=> P<:>ABL >?5@0B82=>9 ?0<OB8 
A@02=8B5;L=> =525;8:0 - >B =5A:>;L:8E <530109B 4> >4=>3> 3830109B0. "?5@0B82=0O 
?0<OBL =0E>48BAO 2=CB@8 A0<>3> :><?LNB5@0. 
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UNIT 7  DEFINING RKAD ONLY MEMORY (ROM) 
 

#?@06=5=85 1. 

 

#>45;8B5AL A2>8<8 7=0=8O<8 > 2840E :><?LNB5@=>9 ?0<OB8, >B25B82 =0 2>?@>AK. 
 
• What types of computer memory do you know? 
• What are they used for? 

• What is the difference between them? 

 

#?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#@>G8B09B5 B5:AB 8 2K15@8B5 3 ?@54;>65=8O, <0:A8<0;L=> >?8AK20NI85 >?5@0F8>==CN 
?0<OBL. 
 

Similar to RAM, ROM chips contain a grid of columns and rows. But where the columns and 
rows intersect, ROM chips are fundamentally different from RAM chips. While RAM uses 
transistors to turn on or off access to a capacitor at each intersection, ROM uses a diode to 
connect the lines if the value is 1. If the value is 0, then the lines arc not connected at all. 
You cannot reprogram or rewrite a standard ROM chip. If it is incorrect, or the data needs to be 
updated, you have to throw it away and start over. Creating the original template for a ROM 
chip is often a laborious process full of trial and error. 
But the benefits of ROM chips outweigh the drawbacks. Once the template is completed, the 
actual chips can cost as little as a few cents each. They use very little power, are extremely 
reliable and, in the case of most small  electronic devices, contain all the necessary programming 
to control the device. A great example is the small chip in the singing fish toy. This chip, about 
the size of your fingernail, contains the 30-second song clips in ROM and the control codes to 
synchronize the motors to the music. 
 

#?@06=5=85 3. 

 
0) �0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 
0=3;89A:85 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O A 8E @CAA:8<8 M:2820;5=B0<8. � MB>< 
20< ?><>65B A;>20@L. 
 
read only memory ?@58<CI5AB2> 
access ?5@5A5:0BL 
a template :>;>=:0 
trial and error <>45@=878@>20BL 
benefit A>74020BL 
drawback H01;>=, <>45;L, ;5:0;> 
a column @O4 
a row ?>AB>O==0O ?0<OBL 
a diode 4>?CA: 
to complete 70?>;=OBL 
to create 2K1@0AK20BL 
to update ?@52>AE>48BL 
to intersect <5B>4 ?@>1 8 >H81>: 
to throw away B@C4>P<:89 
to outweigh =0456=K9 
laborious 48>4 
reliable =54>AB0B>: 
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1) 'B>1K 1KAB@55 70?><=8BL MB8 A;>20 (C?@. �0), @0A?>;>68B5 8E 2 
?>@O4:5, ?>O2;5=8O 2 B5:AB5, 
2) � ?0@0E ?>B@5=8@C9B5AL 2 ?5@52>45 MB8E A;>2 8 2K@065=89. 
%BC45=B 1 =07K205B A;>20 ?>-@CAA:8, 0 ABC45=B 2 ?5@52>48B 8E =0 
0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
#?@06=5=85 4. 
 
#5@52548B5 A;>20, C:070==K5 2 A:>1:0E, =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 
1, Nowadays you can (<>45@=878@>20BL) computer in any computer shop. 
2.The user can study the computer by (<5B>4>< ?@>1 8 >H81>:) but it's 
not the best variant. 3. (�8>4) is used in every electronic device. 4. The 
computer (?@58<CI5AB2>) is that it can process a lot of information. 5. 
The computer (=54>AB0B>:) is in its little reliability. 6. Program creating is a very (B@C4>P<:89) 
process. 7. If you have written the wrong program (2K1@>A8B5) it away and create a new one. 
 
#?@06=5=85 5. 
 
#5@52548B5 ?@54;>65=8O =0 @CAA:89 O7K:, >1@0I0O 2=8<0=85 =0 2K45;5==K5 
3@0<<0B8G5A:85 O2;5=8O. #>?@>1C9B5 40BL >1JOA=5=85 40==K< 3@0<<0B8G5A:8< 
O2;5=8O<. 
 
1. While RAM uses transistors lo turn on or off access to a capacitor at each intersection, ROM 
uses a diode to connect the lines if the value is 1. 
2. If it is incorrect, or the data needs to be updated, you have to throw it away and start over. 3. 
Creating the original template for a ROM chip is often a laborious process. 4. Once the template 
is completed, the actual chips can cost as little as a few cents each. 
 
#?@06=5=85 6. 
 
#5@52548B5 =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K: ?@54;>65=8O, A>45@60I85 3@0<<0B8G5A:85 O2;5=8O 87 
C?@. 5. 
 
 1. %>740=85 :><?LNB5@=>9 83@K - MB> B@C4>5<:89 ?@>F5AA. 2. #@>3@0<<8ABK 4>;6=K 
2;045BL 4>AB0B>G=K<8 7=0=8O<8 4;O =0?8A0=8O ?@>3@0<<K. 3. �A;8 20< =5>1E>48<> 
<>45@=878@>20BL ?>AB>O==CN ?0<OBL, 2K <>65B5 A45;0BL MB> 2 ;N1>< :><?LNB5@=>< 
 03078=5. 4. #0<OBL ?>;=>ABLN 1K;0 70?>;=5=0, 8 ?>;L7>20B5;L �0AO =5 A<>3 CAB0=>28BL 
"War Craft IIP, ?>MB><C 5<C ?@8H;>AL CAB0=02;820BL B5B@8A. 
 
#?@06=5=85 7. 
 
�K @C:>2>48B5;L :@C6:0 «.=K9 E0:5@» 2 �<5@8:0=A:>< �;C15. �K ?@85E0;8 2 $>AA8N. 
�0A ?>?@>A8;8 ?5@525AB8 B5:AB "Defining Read Only Memory' (ROM)" 4;O @CAA:8E N=KE 
E0:5@>2. �0: 1K 2K 53> ?5@525;8? #>43>B>2LB5 E>@>H89 ?8AL<5==K9 ?5@52>4. 
 
#?@06=5=85 8. 
 
$0AAB02LB5 A;54CNI85 ?@54;>65=8O ?> ?>@O4:C 8E A;54>20=8O 2 B5:AB5. 
 
1. It is difficult to create the original template for a ROM chip. 
2. They use very little power, are extremely reliable. 
3. RAM uses transistors to turn on or off access to a capacitor at each intersection 
4. A great example is the small chip in the singing fish toy. 
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5. The ROM chips are cheap. 
6. You cannot reprogram or rewrite a standard ROM chip. 
7. ROM uses a diode lo connect the lines. 
 
#?@06=5=85 9. 
 
%@02=8B5 >?5@0B82=CN (RAM) 8 ?>AB>O==CN (ROM) 284K ?0<OB8. !0948B5 >1I85 8 
>B;8G8B5;L=K5 G5@BK. 
 
#?@06=5=85 10.  
 
�;O 2K?>;=5=8O 40==>3> 7040=8O 20< A=>20 ?>B@51C5BAO 2>>1@065=85 8 B2>@G5A:89 
?>4E>4 : 45;C. $07K3@09B5 480;>3 >B ;8F0 >?5@0B82=>9 8 ?>AB>O==>9 ?0<OB8. $0AA:068B5, 
:0: >=8 @01>B0NB. 
 
#?@06=5=85 11.  
 
#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 

!>20O B5E=>;>38O :><?LNB5@=>9 ?0<OB8 A 2KA>:>9 ?@>?CA:=>9 A?>A>1=>ABLN 
?><>65B ?>;L7>20B5;O< 701KBL 2A5 =5?@8OB=>AB8, A2O70==K5 A ?5@5703@C7:>9 (rebooting) 
:><?LNB5@0. &0:65 =>2K9 AB0=40@B M=5@3>=57028A8<>9 ?0<OB8 ?>72>;8B ?>2KA8BL 
A:>@>ABL A>E@0=5=8O 8 GB5=8O 1>;LH8E >1J5<>2 40==KE =0 ?>AB>O==KE =>A8B5;OE 
8=D>@<0F88. 

$07@01>B0==0O CG5=K<8 ?0<OBL M=5@3>=57028A8<0, B> 5ABL <>6=> A<5;> 2K:;NG0BL 
:><?LNB5@ 8 =8G53> =5 ?@>?045B. �>340 ?8B0=85 1C45B 2=>2L 2:;NG5=>, A8AB5<0 8 2A5 
?@8;>65=8O 1C4CB 2 B>< 65 A>AB>O=88, GB> 8 =0 <><5=B 2K:;NG5=8O. 

#@8=F8? 459AB28O M;5<5=B>2 ?0<OB8 >A=>20= =0 87<5=5=88 8E A>?@>B82;5=8O ?>4 
459AB285< C?@02;ONI53> =0?@O65=8O. !>20O B5E=>;>38O @578AB82=>9 ?0<OB8 <>65B 40BL 
=0G0;> =>2><C ?>:>;5=8N <0AA>2>9 ?0<OB8 4;O :><?LNB5@>2. 
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UNIT 8 COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

#?@06=5=85 1.  

� ?0@0E 8;8 2 3@C??0E >1AC48B5 A;54CNI85 2>?@>AK. 

 

• What is the difference between hardware and software? 

• What do you know about software? 

• Is it difficult to write a program? 

• Have you ever written a computer program? 

 

#?@06=5=85 2. 
 
#@>G8B09B5 B5:AB 8 2K15@8B5 3 ?@54;>65=8O, <0:A8<0;L=> >?8AK20NI85 ?@>3@0<<=>5 
>15A?5G5=85 :><?LNB5@0. 
 

Every desktop and laptop computer in common use today contains a microprocessor as its 
central processing unit. The microprocessor is the hardware component. To get its work done, 
the microprocessor executes a set of instructions known as software. You are probably very 
familiar with two different types of software: 
The operating system - The operating system provides a set of services for the applications 
running on your computer, and it also provides the fundamental user interface for your 
computer. Windows 98 and Linux are examples of operating systems. 
The applications - Applications are pieces of software lhat are programmed to perform specific 
tasks. On your computer right now you probably have a browser application, a word processing 
application, an e-mail application and so on. You can also buy new applications and install 
them. 
Ft turns out that the Basic Input/Output System (BIOS) is the third type of software your 
computer needs to operate successfully. 
 

#?@06=5=85 3. 

 

�0==K5 A;>20 8 2K@065=8O 2AB@5G0NBAO 2 B5:AB5. %>548=8B5 0=3;89A:85 A;>20 8 
2K@065=8O A 8E @CAA:8<8 M:2820;5=B0<8. 
 
1. operating system 0. @01>B0BL,        C?@02;OBL 

:><?LNB5@>< 
2. to provide a set of services b. CAB0=02;820BL ?@8;>65=8O 
3. to install applications A. C40G=> 
4. to operate a computer d. >?5@0F8>==0O A8AB5<0 
5. successfully A. ?@54>AB02;OBL A5@8N CA;C3  
 
#?@06=5=85 4. 
 
0) !0948B5 >B25BK 2 B5:AB5 =0 A;54CNI85 2>?@>AK. 
 
1. What docs every desktop and laptop computer contain? 2. Component of what is the 
microprocessor? 3. What does the microprocessor execute? 4. What are two types of software? 
5. What does the operating system provide? 6. What are application programmed to do? 7. What 
is the third type of software? 
1) $07K3@09B5 A;54CNICN A8BC0F8N. � 20< >1@0I05BAO 20H 4@C3, 
=0G8=0NI89 ?>;L7>20B5;L, A ?@>AL1>9 ?><>GL @07>1@0BLAO 2 
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:><?LNB5@=>< ?@>3@0<<=>< >15A?5G5=88. �0: 1K 2K MB> A45;0;8? 
�K <>65B5 2K?>;=8BL MB> 7040=85 2 D>@<5 480;>30, 8A?>;L7CO 
2>?@>AK 87 C?@. 40. 
 
#?@06=5=85 5. 
 
0) �0:>=G8B5 =0G0BK5 ?@54;>65=8O, ?>;L7COAL B5:AB><. 
 
1. Every desktop and laptop computer in common use today contains .. 
2. The microprocessor is the ... 
3. To get its work done, the microprocessor ... 
4. The operating system provides ... and it also ... 
5. Applications are pieces of software that ... 
6. On your computer right now you probably have ... 
7. The Basic Input/Output System is the third ... 
 
1) $0AA:068B5 > :><?LNB5@=>< ?@>3@0<<=>< >15A?5G5=88, ?@54AB0282, GB> 2K - 
CG0AB=8: ABC45=G5A:>9 :>=D5@5=F88 ?> ?@>1;5<0< :><?LNB5@=KE B5E=>;>389. �0< 40;8 
A;>2>. 'B> 1K 2K >B25B8;8? 
 
2) %8BC0F8N 2 C?@. 50 <>6=> ?>2B>@8BL. &5?5@L <>6=> 4>1028BL ?5@52>4G8:0, :>B>@K9 
1C45B ?5@52>48BL 20HC @5GL A 0=3;89A:>3> O7K:0 =0 @CAA:89 8;8 A @CAA:>3> =0 
0=3;89A:89. 
 
#?@06=5=85 6.  
 
#5@52548B5 A;54CNI89 B5:AB =0 0=3;89A:89 O7K:. 
 

"?8A0=85 B>3>, :0:85 459AB28O, 2 :0:>< ?>@O4:5 8 =04 :0:8<8 ?>@F8O<8 8=D>@<0F88 
4>;65= ?@>8725AB8 :><?LNB5@, =07K205BAO ?@>3@0<<>9 4;O :><?LNB5@0. "1@07=> 3>2>@O, 
:><?LNB5@ 157 ?@>3@0<<K ?@54AB02;O5B A>1>9 3@C4C 65;570, =5 A?>A>1=CN =8 : :0:>9 
?5@5@01>B:8 8=D>@<0F88. #>MB><C A>AB02;5=85 ?@>3@0<< - ?@>3@0<<8@>20=85 
A>AB02;O5B >A=>2C ;N1>3> 8A?>;L7>20=8O :><?LNB5@0. 

%D5@0 ?@8<5=5=8O :>=:@5B=>3> :><?LNB5@0 >?@545;O5BAO =5 AB>;L:> 53> 
:>=AB@C:F859, A:>;L:> =01>@>< A>740==KE 4;O =53> ?@>3@0<<. �;O B>3> GB>1K 
?5@5:;NG8BL :><?LNB5@ A >4=>9 @01>BK =0 4@C3CN, 4>AB0B>G=> A<5=8BL ?@>3@0<<C 2 53> 
?0<OB8. 
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GRAMMAR REFERENCIES 

 

�;03>; to be 2 Simple Active 

\ 
 

Present Past Future 

(I) am 

(he, she, it) is 

(we, you, they) are 

(I, he, she, it) was (54. G.) 
were (<=. '.) 

(I, we) shall be (1-5 ;.)  

will be 

 

�;03>; to have 2 Simple Active 
 

Present Past Future 

have (got)  

(he, she, it)has (got) 

had (I, we) shall have  

will have 

 

�1>@>B there + to be 2 Simple Active 

 

Present Past Future 

there is (54.G.)  

there are (<=.G.) 

there was (54.G.)  

there were (<=.G.) 

there will be 

 

!B5?5=8 A@02=5=8я ?@8;030B5;P=OE  
 

 #>;>68B5;L=0O %@02=8B5;L=0O #@52>AE>4=0O 
I long 

easy 

longer  

easier 

(the) longest 

 (the) easiest 

? interesting more interesting (the) most interesting 

H good  

bad 

much, many  

better  

worse 

more  

(the) best  

(the) worst 
(the) most  

(the) least  
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�@5<5=0 3@C??O Simple Passive 

to be + Participle # 

Infinitive to be written, to be translated 

Present  

Past  

Future 

The letter is written/translated. 

 The letter was written/translated.  

The letter will be written/translated.  

!2>4=0я B01;8F0 <>40;P=OE 3;03>;>2 8 8E Q:2820;5=B>2 

 Present Past Future 

�>;65=AB2>
20=85 

I must meet him.   

I have to meet him. I had to meet 

him. 

I shall have to meet 

him. 

I am to meet him. I was to meet 

him. 

I’ll be to meet him. 

I should meet him.   

%?>A>1=>ABL 
8;8 
2>7<>6=>AB
L 
A>25@H5=8O 
459AB28O 

He can help you. He could help 

you. 

 

He is able to help 

you. 

He was able 

to help you. 

He will be able to 

help you. 

$07@5H5=85 
8;8 

2>7<>6=>AB
L 

(25@>OB=>AB
L)

I may use this 

device. 

I might use 

this device 

 

I am allowed to use 

the device. 

I was allowed 

to use the 

device. 

I shall be allowed to 

use the device. 
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"01;8F0 2@5<5= 3@C??O Simple Active 

(>@<0 Present Simple Past Simple Future Simple 

'B25@48B5
;L=0O 

My friends 

study French.  

He speaks 

English. 

My friends studied 

French at school. 

He spoke English 

at the conference. 

My friends will study 

French at the Institute. 

The teacher will speak 

about our English exam. 

�>?@>A8B5
;L=0O 

Do your friends 

study French?  

 

Does he speak 

English? 

Did your friends 

study French at 

school?  

Did he speak 

English at the 

conference? 

Will your friends study 

French at the Institute?  

 

Will the teacher speak 

about our English exam? 

"B@8F0B5;
L=0O 

 

My friends 

don't study 

French. 

 He doesn't 

speak English. 

My friends did 

not study French.  

He didn't speak 

English at the 

conference. 

My friends won't study 

French at the Institute.  

The teacher won't 

speak about our English 

exam.  

!B@C:BC@0 A?5F80;P=OE 2>?@>A>2 
 

�>?@>A8-
B5;L=K5 
A;>20 

�A?><>
30B5;L-
=K9 
3;03>; 

#>4;560I55 
8 
>?@545;5=85 
: =5<C 

%<KA;>2>9 
3;03>; 2 
D>@<5 
8=D8=8B820 

�@C385 
G;5=K 
?@54;>65=8O 

What 

Where 

When  

do  

did 

will 

you  

he  

your sister 

do 

go  

return 

in the evening?  

yesterday? 

 home?  
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"01;8F0 2@5<5= 3@C??O Progressive Active 

 

$>@<0 

 

Present 

Progressive 

Past Progressive Future 

Progressive 

#B25@48
B5;P=0я 

The are having 

an 

English class. 

 

 

They were 
having an 
English class 
when I came to 
see them.  

He was writing 
an exercise from 
6 till 8 o'clock. 

They will be 
having an 
English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock.  

 

He will be 
writing an �>?@>A8B

5;P=0я 

Are they 
having an 
English class? 

 

Is he still 
writing an 
exercise? 

Were they having 
an English class 
when I came to see 
them?  

 

Was he writing an 
exercise from 6 till 
8 o'clock. 

Will they be 
having an 
English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock?    

 

Will he be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 

�B@8F0B
5;P=0я 

They aren't 

having an 

English class, 

they are having a 

Russian class. 

 

He isn't writing 
an exercise, he is 
reading a book. 

They weren't 
having 

an English class 
when 1 came to 
see them, they 
were having a 
Russian class.  

 

He wasn't writing 
an exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock, he 
was reading a 
book. 

They will not be 
having 

an English class 
tomorrow at 9 
o'clock, they will 
be having a 
Russian class.  

 

He won't be 
writing an 
exercise from 6 
till 8 o'clock 
tomorrow, he'll 
be reading a   
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"01;8F0 2@5<5= 3@C??O Perfect Active 

 

(>@<0 Present Perfect Past Perfect Future Perfect 

'B25@48B5
;L=0O 

I have sent the 

letter. 

I had already sent 
the letter by 6 
o'clock yesterday. 

I shall have sent the 
letter by tomorrow 
evening. 

�>?@>A8B5
;L=0O 

Have you sent the 
letter? 

Had you sent the 
letter by 6 o'clock 
yesterday? 

Will you have sent 
the letter by tomorrow 
evening? 

"B@8F0B5;
L=0O 

I have not sent the 

letter yet. 

I had not sent the 
letter by 6 o'clock 
yesterday. 

I shall not have 
sent the letter by 
tomorrow evening. 

            

"01;8F0 2@5<5= Simple, Progressive, Perfect in Passive Voice 

 Simple Progressive Perfect 

 to be + Participle II to be + being + 

Participle II 

to have + been + 

Participle II 

 

The letter is  

translated 

The letter is being 

translated 

The letter has been 

translated 

Presen

t 

Is the letter translated? Is the letter being 

translated? 

Has the letter been 

translated? 

 

The letter isn't 

translated 

The letter isn't being 

translated 

The letter hasn't been 

translated. 

Past The letter was 

translated 

The letter was being  

translated 

The letter had been 

translated 

 Was the letter  

translated? 

Was the letter being 

translated? 

Had the letter been 

translated? 

 The letter wasn't 

translated. 

The letter wasn't 

being translated 

The letter hadn't been 

translated? 

Future The letter will be 

translated 

 The letter will have been 

 Will the letter be 

translated? 

He C?>B@51;ONBAO. Will the letter have been 

translated? 

 The letter won't be 

translated 

 The letter won't have 

been translated. 
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"01;8F0 D>@< ?@8G0AB89 

 Participle Participle II 

 Active Passive changed 

1 "?@545;5=85: 
<;@9AO9@K=, 
<;@9A9AAK= 
2)>1AB>OB5;LAB2>: 
>>78а (97B) 
<;@9A<?<, F4> >4> 
(97B) <;@9A<?<

Simple changing 

1)    

>?@545;5=85: 
<;@9AONI<=(EO) 
(6H<=) (EO) 2)    

>1AB>OB5;LAB2>: 
<;@9AOO(EJ)

being changed 

1)    >?@545;5=85: 
<;@9AONI<=EO, 
<;@9AO9@K= 2) 

>1AB>OB5;LAB2>: 5G8GG< 
<;@9A9AAK@

 

Perfect having changed 

>1AB>OB5;LAB2>:  
<;@9A<6(H<EL) 

having been changed 

>1AB>OB5;LAB2>: >B784 
(97B) <;@9A<?<, CBE?9 
FB7B >4> (97B) 

<;@9A<?<

 

 

"01;8F0 ?@>872>4=OE A;>2 >B some, any, no, every 

 5AB>8<5=8O + thing +body, one +where '?>B@51;ONB
AO some 

A9>BFBDK= 

>4>B=-FB 

>4>B= A<5G8L

A9E>B?L>B

something 

GFB-FB, 

 GFB-A<5G8L 

somebody 

someone 

>FB-FB 

>FB A<5G8L

somewhere 

789-FB, 
>G84-FB, 
789-A<5G8L, 

>G84
A<5G8L

2 CB25@4. . 
?@54;. 

any 

1 )6EO><= ?N5B= 
2)>4>B=-A<5G8L 

anything 

1 )6EP  

2)GFB-FB 
)GFB A<5G8L

anybody 

anyone 

\)6EO><=,  
2)>FB FB, 
>FB A<5G8L

anywhere 

1)25745,  

2)789-

A<5G8L, 
>G84
A<8G8L

1)2 CB25@4. 
2)2 
2>?@>A8B, 
?@54;. 

no, not any 

A<>4>B= + A9 

nothing (not 

anything) 

A<GFB 

A9 A<G97B

nobody (not 

anybody), 

no one 

A<>FB A9

nowhere  

not 

anywhere 

A<789

A<>G84 A9

2 >B@8F0B. 
?@54?. 

every 

6EO><=,  

>4:8K=

everything 

6EP 

everbody 

everyone 

6E9

everywhere 

69;89, 
CB6EN8G

2 CB25@4., 
2>?@>A8B, 8 
>B@8F0B. 
?@54;. 
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!;>2>>1@07>20B5;P=O5 0DD8:AO 

 

%CI5AB28B5;L=K5 

- ion / - sion /-tion 

- er / -or 

-ing 

-ment 

-ty / -ity 

-ance / -ence 

-ness 

-ure / -ture 

 

- discussion, transmission, 

combination 

- writer, inspector 

- opening 

- development 

- activity 

- importance, difference 

- darkness 

  - mixture 

 

#@8;030B5;L=K5 

-ic 

-ive  

-able / -ible 

-ant / -ent 

-ous 

-al 

-ful 

-less 

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im 

 

- democratic 

- progressive 

- valuable, accessible 

-resistant, different 

- dangerous 

- central 

- hopeful 

- hopeless 

- uncomfortable, indirect, irregular, 

illogical, impossible 

�;03>; 

-ize 

re- 

 

- to characterize 

- to rewrite 
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Infinitive Past Participle II Translation 

arise arose arisen 2>7=8:0BL 

awake awoke awaked 1C48BL, ?@>A=CBLAO 

be was, were been 1KBL 

bear bore born =>A8BL, @>48BL 

beat beat beaten 18BL 

become became become AB0BL 

begin began begun =0G0BL 

bend bent bent A>3=CBLAO 

bind bound bound A2O70BL 

bite bit bitten :CA0BL 

blow blew blown 4CBL 

break broke broken ;><0BL 

bring brought brought ?@8=>A8BL 

build built built AB@>8BL 

burst burst burst @07@078BLAO, 27>@20BLAO 

buy bought bought ?>:C?0BL 

catch caught caught ;>28BL, ?>9<0BL 

choose chose chosen 2K18@0BL 

cut cut cut @570BL 

deal dealt dealt 8<5BL 45;> 

dream dreamt dreamt <5GB0BL 

do did done 45;0BL 

draw drew drawn B0I8BL, @8A>20BL 

drink drank drunk ?8BL 

drive drove driven 5E0BL 

eat ate eaten 5ABL, :CH0BL 
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fall fell fallen ?040BL 

feed fed fed :>@<8BL 

fight fought fought A@060BLAO 

find found found =0E>48BL 

fly flew flown ;5B0BL 

forbid forbade - forbidden 70?@5B8BL 

forget forgot forgotten 701KBL 

forgive forgave forgiven ?@>I0BL 

freeze froze frozen                    70<P@7=CBL, 70<>@06820BL 

get got got ?>;CG8BL 

give gave given 40BL 

go went gone 84B8 

grow grew grown @0AB8 

hang hung hung 28A5BL, ?>25A8BL 

have had had 8<5BL 

hear heard heard A;CH0BL 

hit hit hit C40@8BL, ?>?0ABL 

hold
1
 held held 45@60BL 

hurt hurt hurt ?@8G8=OBL 1>;L 

know knew known 7=0BL 

keep                  kept                   kept                            45@60BL   

lay laid laid :;0ABL, ?>;>68BL 

lead laid laid 25AB8 

leap               leapt/leaped         leapt/leaped     ?@K30BL 

leave                  left                   left           >AB02;OBL 

lend               lent                   lent                      >4>;68BL 

let               let                    let                   ?CAB8BL, 40BL 
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lie               lay                    lain                  ;560BL 

lose               lost                    lost                  B5@OBL 

make               made                   made                           45;0BL 

meet                  met                   met                              2AB@5G0BL 

pay               paid                      paid                  ?;0B8BL 

put               put                   put                               :;0ABL 

read               read                   read                  G8B0BL 

ride               rode                     ridden                 5748BL 25@E>< 

ring               rang                  rung                              72>=8BL 

rise               rose                   risen                   ?>4=8<0BL 

run               ran                   run                    1560BL 

say               said                   said               3>2>@8BL, A:070BL 

see               saw                   seen                   2845BL 

sell               sold                   sold            ?@>4020BL 

send               sent                   sent                  ?>A;0BL 

set                set                   set                       CAB0=02;820BL 

shake               shook                    shaken                  B@OAB8 

shine                shone             shone                 A25B8BL, A8OBL 

shoot                shot             shot                  AB@5;OBL, 4020BL ?>1538 

show                showed shown/showed     ?>:07K20BL 

sing                sang             sung                   ?5BL 

sink                sank             sunk                   >?CA:0BLAO 

sit                sat             sat                   A845BL 

sleep                slept             slept                   A?0BL 

slide                   slid                 slid                        A:>;L78BL 

speak               spoke              spoken                   3>2>@8BL 

spend               spent              spent                   B@0B8BL 
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steal               stole              stolen                  C:@0ABL 

stick               stuck              stuck                   2B>;:=CBL, ?@8:;58BL 

strike               struck              struck/stricken      C40@OBL, 10AB>20BL 

swear               swore              sworn                    :;OABLAO 

swim               swam              swum                   ?;020BL 

take                took              taken                   1@0BL 

teach                taught taught                   CG8BL 

tell                told              told                    3>2>@8BL 

think                thought thought       4C<0BL 

throw                threw              thrown                   1@>A8BL 

wake                woke              woken                   ?@>AK?0BLAO, 1C48BL 

wear                 wore              worn                   =>A8BL 

weep                wept              wept                 ?;0:0BL 

win                won              won                    2K83@K20BL 

wind                wound  wound                   702>48BL 

write                 wrote  written       ?8A0BL 
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  �8AB>; �.#. �=3;89A:89 O7K:: :><?LNB5@ 8 �=B5@=5B / �8AB>; �.#., &N=8=0 
�.�. 3 $>AB>2 =\� ; (5=8:A, 2015. 3 222A. 3 (�81;8>B5:0 ABC45=B0) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 


